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考古测绘、遥感与GIS
BEIJING BOOK CO. INC. 本书根据考古学研究的特点，围绕现代电子全站仪测绘、数字摄影测量成图、遥感数据处理与分析以及地理信息系统的建设与分析等工作过程，介绍有关考古测绘、遥感与地理信息系统的理论和方法，以及考古研究中地形图的使用和编制方法。希望能够使考古研究人员掌握一些常规测量仪器的操作和维护，熟练地测绘、使用和编制各种地图，处
理和分析各种遥感影像，建立考古地理信息系统，更好地开展考古学研究。

Fluvial Sedimentology VII
John Wiley & Sons IAS Special Publication 35, Fluvial Sedimentology VII, comprises ofa series of peer-reviewed papers that were initially presented atthe 7th International Conference on Fluvial
Sedimentology, held inLincoln, Nebraska on August 6-10, 2001. The 29 papers in this volume reﬂect the topical and geographicdiversity of exciting research conducted by ﬂuvialsedimentologists at the
beginning of the 21st century. Themesrepresented in this volume include (a) ﬂow, sediment transport,and bedform dynamics, (b) characteristics of modern ﬂuviallandforms, environments and systems, (c)
physical analogue andnumerical modeling of ﬂuvial systems, (d) the responses ofQuaternary ﬂuvial systems to climate change, active tectonics,and/or sea-level change, and (e) characteristics of preQuaternaryﬂuvial deposits and evolution of pre-Quaternary ﬂuvial systems.

Surveying Instruments and Technology
CRC Press With the advent of GPS/GNSS satellite navigation systems and Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) surveying profession is nowadays facing its transformative stage. Written by a team of surveying
experts, Surveyor’s Instruments and Technology gives surveying students and practitioners profound understanding of how surveying instruments are designed and operating based on surveying
instrument functionality. The book includes the required basic knowledge of accurate measurements of distances and angles from theoretical principles to advanced optical, mechanical, electronic and
software components for comparative analysis. Readers are presented with basic elements of UAS systems, practical interpretation techniques, sensor components, and operating platforms. Appropriate
for surveying courses at all levels, this guide helps students and practitioners alike to understand what is behind the buttons of surveying instruments of all kinds when considering practical project
implementations.

Геоинформатика
Алексей Владимирович Скворцов В книге представлен широкий спектр современных геоинформационных технологий. Рассматриваются теоретические основы ГИС (модели, структура и
источники пространственных данных), методы тематической визуализации карт, приёмы пространственного анализа. Описываются основные приёмы работы в ГИС (управление проектами,
ввод и редактирование данных, тематическая визуализация, пространственный анализ), которые демонстрируются на примере универсальной геоинформационной системы IndorGIS 5.0
разработки ООО «ИндорСофт», г. Томск (www.indorsoft.ru). Для студентов, преподавателей, разработчиков программного обеспечения, а также всех желающих ознакомиться с современными
технологиями геоинформатики.

Геоинформатика в дорожной отрасли
Алексей Владимирович Скворцов Книга позволяет познакомиться с широким спектром современных геоинформационных технологий, применяемых в дорожной отрасли. Рассматриваются
теоретические основы ГИС (модели, структура и источники пространственных данных), методы тематической визуализации карт, приёмы пространственного анализа. На примере
современных программных продуктов описываются основные приёмы работы в ГИС (управление ГИС-проектами, ввод и редактирование данных, тематическая визуализация,
пространственный анализ). На примере специализированной ГИС автомобильных дорог IndorGIS/Road (включающей универсальную ГИС IndorGIS, информационную систему автомобильных
дорог IndorInfo/Road, программу решения транспортных задач IndorTransport, программу моделирования транспортных потоков IndorTraﬃc, систему управления видеорядами IndorVideoRow и
др.), раскрываются возможности применения ГИС-технологий для планирования развития, обоснования инвестиций, проектирования, управления и эксплуатации дорожного хозяйства.
Пособие подготовлено в соответствии с учебной программой дисциплины «Геоинформационные системы в дорожной отрасли» и предназначено для студентов, обучающихся по
специальности 291000 - «Строительство автомобильных дорог и аэродромов» направления «Транспортное строительство». Может применяться в качестве учебного пособия для
преподавателей, студентов, разработчиков программного обеспечения, а также всех желающих ознакомиться с современными технологиями геоинформатики.

Геоинформационные системы в дорожном хозяйстве: Справочная энциклопедия
дорожника (СЭД). Т. VI.
Алексей Владимирович Скворцов Книга позволяет познакомиться с широким спектром современных геоинформационных технологий, применяемых в дорожной отрасли. Рассматриваются
теоретические основы ГИС (модели, структура и источники пространственных данных), методы тематической визуализации карт, приёмы пространственного анализа. На примере
современных программных продуктов описываются основные приёмы работы в ГИС (управление ГИС-проектами, ввод и редактирование данных, тематическая визуализация,
пространственный анализ). На примере комплексного программного комплекса автомобильных дорог IndorRoad (включающего универсальную ГИС IndorGIS, геоинформационную систему
автомобильных дорог IndorGIS/Road, программу решения транспортных задач IndorTransport, программу моделирования транспортных потоков IndorTraﬃc, систему управления видеорядами
IndorVideoRow и др.) раскрываются возможности применения ГИС-технологий для планирования развития, обоснования инвестиций, проектирования, управления и эксплуатации дорожного
хозяйства. Книга предназначена для специалистов в дорожной отрасли, преподавателей, студентов, разработчиков программного обеспечения, а также всех желающих ознакомиться с
современными технологиями геоинформатики.

File Stations
Measurement, Instrumentation, and Sensors Handbook
Spatial, Mechanical, Thermal, and Radiation Measurement
CRC Press The Second Edition of the bestselling Measurement, Instrumentation, and Sensors Handbook brings together all aspects of the design and implementation of measurement, instrumentation, and
sensors. Reﬂecting the current state of the art, it describes the use of instruments and techniques for performing practical measurements in engineering, physics, chemistry, and the life sciences and
discusses processing systems, automatic data acquisition, reduction and analysis, operation characteristics, accuracy, errors, calibrations, and the incorporation of standards for control purposes.
Organized according to measurement problem, the Spatial, Mechanical, Thermal, and Radiation Measurement volume of the Second Edition: Contains contributions from ﬁeld experts, new chapters, and
updates to all 96 existing chapters Covers instrumentation and measurement concepts, spatial and mechanical variables, displacement, acoustics, ﬂow and spot velocity, radiation, wireless sensors and
instrumentation, and control and human factors A concise and useful reference for engineers, scientists, academic faculty, students, designers, managers, and industry professionals involved in
instrumentation and measurement research and development, Measurement, Instrumentation, and Sensors Handbook, Second Edition: Spatial, Mechanical, Thermal, and Radiation Measurement provides
readers with a greater understanding of advanced applications.
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GeoWorld
GIS World
EDM Calibration Handbook
California Builder & Engineer
Million Dollar Directory
Proceedings of the 13th International Scientiﬁc Conference
Computer Aided Engineering
Springer These proceedings of the 13th International Conference on Computer Aided Engineering present selected papers from the event, which was held in Polanica Zdrój, Poland, from June 22 to 25,
2016. The contributions are organized according to thematic sections on the design and manufacture of machines and technical systems; durability prediction; repairs and retroﬁtting of power equipment;
strength and thermodynamic analyses for power equipment; design and calculation of various types of load-carrying structures; numerical methods for dimensioning materials handling; and long-distance
transport equipment. The conference and its proceedings oﬀer a major interdisciplinary forum for researchers and engineers to present the most innovative studies and advances in this dynamic ﬁeld.

Scholarly Knowledge
Textbooks in Early Modern Europe
Librairie Droz Any attempt to understand the roles that textbooks played for early modern teachers and pupils must begin with the sobering realization that the ﬁeld includes many books that the German
word Lehrbuch and its English counterpart do not call to mind. The early modern classroom was shaken by the same knowledge explosion that took place in individual scholars' libraries and museums, and
transformed by the same printers, patrons and vast cultural movements that altered the larger world it served. In the ﬁfteenth through seventeenth centuries, the urban grammar school, the German
Protestant Gymnasium and the Jesuit College, all of which did so much to form the elites of early modern Europe, took shape; the curricula of old and new universities fused humanistic with scholastic
methods in radically novel ways. By doing so, they claimed a new status for both the overt and the tacit knowledge that made their work possible. This collected volume presents case studies by renowned
experts, among them Ann Blair, Jill Kraye, Juergen Leonhardt, Barbara Mahlmann-Bauer and Nancy Siraisi.

Surveying for Engineers
Elementary Surveying
An Introduction to Geomatics
Pearson College Division Updated throughout, this highly readable best-seller presents basic concepts and practical material in each of the areas fundamental to modern surveying (geomatics) practice. Its
depth and breadth are ideal for self-study. KEY TOPICS: Includes new discussions on the impact of the new L2C and L5 signals in GPS and on the eﬀects of solar activity in GNSS surveys. Other new topics
include an additional method of computing slope intercepts; an introduction to mobile mapping systems; 90% revised problems; and new Video Solutions. MARKET: A useful reference for civil engineers

Successful Field-to-oﬃce Automation
Geoarchaeology and Archaeological Mineralogy
Proceedings of 7th Geoarchaeological Conference, Miass, Russia, 19-23 October 2020
Springer Nature This book of Springer Proceedings in Geoarchaeology and Archaeological Mineralogy contains selected papers presented at the 7th Geoarchaeology Conference, which took place during
October 19-23, 2020, at the South Urals Federal Research Center, Ural Branch of Russian Academy of Sciences, Miass, Russia. The Proceedings combine studies in archeometry, geoarchaeology, and
ancient North Eurasian technologies, including paleometallurgy, stone tools investigation, past exploitation of geological resources, bioarchaeology, residue analysis, pottery, and lithics studies. This book
also specializes in various non-organic materials, rocks, minerals, ores, and metals, especially copper and metallurgical slags. Many types of research also use modern analytical methods of isotopic,
chemical, and mineralogical analysis to address the composition and structure of ancient materials and the technological practices of past human populations of modern Russia, Ukraine, Turkmenistan,
Tajikistan, and Mongolia. This book is intended for archaeologists, historians, museum workers, and geologists, as well as students, researchers from other disciplines, and the general public interested in
the interdisciplinary research in the ﬁeld of archaeology and archaeological materials, strategies and techniques of past quarrying, mining, metallurgy and lithic technologies at diﬀerent chronological
periods in Eurasian steppe and adjacent forest zone.

Managing Human, Environment, and Natural Resources for Sustainability
Proceedings
This volume contains the Proceeding of the UMT 8th Annual Symposium on Sustainability Science and Management, which was held in Kuala Terengganu from May 3rd to 4th in 2009. About 200
participants from local and international countries attended the symposium and 150 papers were presented, 110 of them as oral presentations and others as posters.

Engineer's Field Book (Classic Reprint)
Forgotten Books Excerpt from Engineer's Field Book In the columns, under the head of degrees and opposite the mini utes, are given the distances in feet from the intersection of tan gents to the
beginning of one degree curve. To ascertain the distance for any given degree of curve, divide the distance given in the tables for a One degree curve, by the degrees of the required curve, and you have
the distance from the point of intersection to the beginning or end of curve. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.

Archeology Along the Wurzbach Parkway
Investigation and experimentation at the Higgins Site (41BX184). Module 3
Texas Archeological Research Laboratory, the University of Texas at Austin The Higgins site, 41BX184, is a mainly prehistoric site (spanning the last 6,000 to 7,000 years) containing abundant remains and
is situated on a middle to late Holocene terrace along Panther Springs Creek in northern Bexar County. It was archaeologically investigated in 1992 and 1993 as part of work done along the Wurzbach
Parkway in accordance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act.
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Builder
Cadernos do Laboratorio Xeolóxico de Laxe
Geological Field Techniques
John Wiley & Sons GEOLOGICAL FIELD TECHNIQUES The understanding of Earth processes and environments over geological time is highly dependent upon both the experience that can only be gained
through doing ﬁeldwork, and the collection of reliable data and appropriate samples in the ﬁeld. This textbook explains the main data gathering techniques used by geologists in the ﬁeld and the reasons
for these, with emphasis throughout on how to make eﬀective ﬁeld observations and record these in suitable formats. Equal weight is given to assembling ﬁeld observations from igneous, metamorphic
and sedimentary rock types. There are also substantial chapters on producing a ﬁeld notebook, collecting structural information, recording fossil data and constructing geological maps. Geological Field
Techniques is designed for students, amateur enthusiasts and professionals who have a background in geology and wish to collect ﬁeld data on rocks and geological features. Teaching aspects of this
textbook include: step-by-step guides to essential practical skills such as using a compass-clinometer, making a geological map and drawing a ﬁeld sketch; tricks of the trade, checklists, ﬂow charts and
short worked examples; over 200 illustrations of a wide range of ﬁeld notes, maps and geological features; appendices with the commonly used rock description and classiﬁcation diagrams; a supporting
website hosted by Wiley-Blackwell is available at www.wiley.com/go/coe/geology

The Turncoat's Widow
A Revolutionary War Mystery
A Revolutionary War Mystery Recently widowed, Rebecca Parcell is too busy struggling to maintain her farm in Morristown to give a ﬁg who wins the War for Independence. But rumors are spreading in the
winter of 1780 that she's a Loyalist sympathizer who betrayed her husband to the British-quite a tidy way to end her disastrous marriage, the village gossips whisper. Everyone knows that her husband
was a Patriot, a hero who died aboard a British prison ship moored in New York Harbor. But "everyone" is wrong. Parcell was a British spy, and General Washington-who spent that winter in Morristown-can
prove it. He swears he'll safeguard Becca's farm if she unravels her husband's secrets. With a mob ready to exile her or worse, it's an oﬀer she can't refuse. Escaped British prisoner of war Daniel Alloway
was the last person to see Becca's husband alive, and Washington throws this unlikely couple together on an espionage mission to British-occupied New York City. Moving from glittering balls to an
underworld of brothels and prisons, Becca and Daniel uncover a plot that threatens the new country's future. But will they move quickly enough to warn General Washington? And can Becca, who's lost
almost everyone she loves, ﬁght her growing attraction to Daniel, a man who always moves on?

The Homestead of James Taylor White II
Histroical Archeological and Geophysical Investigations at Two Proposed Safety Rest
Areas, IH 10, Chambers County, Texas
Archeological and Historical Research Investigations along a Proposed Safety Rest Area located at International Highway 10 in Chambers County, Texas.

Surveying Fundamentals and Practices
Prentice Hall "Surveying Fundamentals and Practices, Sixth Edition," covers up-to-date surveying technology without losing perspective of the need to provide students with a strong foundation in
traditional surveying fundamentals. Through clear explanations and applied examples, the text presents the methods of measuring and computing distances, angles, and directions. It provides students
with a ﬁrm grasp of modern equipment and oﬃce and ﬁeld procedures related to horizontal control surveys, property surveys, topographic surveys, roadway curve calculations, and construction layout
surveys. The sixth edition oﬀers students a "user-friendly" text that they will be able to rely on as a meaningful learning tool in class and at home. Plus! A companion student website, "MyConstructionKit,"
is now available! MyConstructionKit is an online resource that oﬀers a wealth of study tools to engage students for a variety of Pearson construction management, architecture, and civil engineering
technology textbooks!

Electronic Distance Measurement
An Introduction
Springer Science & Business Media The book has evolved from the author's continuing teaching of the subject and from two editions of a text of the same title. The ﬁrst edition was published in 1978 by
the School of Surveying, Universi ty of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia. Like its predecessors, this totally revised third edition is designed to make the subject matter more readily available to students
proceeding to degrees in Survey ing and related ﬁelds. At the same time, it is a comprehensive refer ence book for all surveyors as well as for other professionals and scientists who use electronic distance
measurement as a measuring tool. Great emphasis is placed on the understanding of measure ment principles and on proper reduction and calibration pro cedures. It comprises an extensive collection of
essential formulae, useful tables and numerous literature references. After a review of the history of EDM instruments in Chapter 1, some fundamental laws of physics and units relevant to EDM are revised
in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 discusses the principles and applica tions of the pulse method, the phase diﬀerence method, the Doppler technique and includes an expanded section on interferometers. The basic
working principles of electro-optical and microwave distance meters are presented in Chapter 4, with special emphasis on modu lation/demodulation techniques and phase measurement systems.
Important properties of infrared emitting and lasing diodes are discussed.

Surveying for Civil and Mine Engineers
Acquire the Skills in Weeks
Springer Nature This updated and expanded edition of the book includes four additional chapters on earthwork on sloping sites; transitional curves and super elevation; calculations of super elevations on
composite curves; and underground mine surveying. Richly illustrated with diagrams, equations and tables as well as examples of every day survey tasks. It also covers new topics, such as the global
navigation satellite system’s (Real Time Kinematic-RTK), which are increasingly used in a wide range of everyday engineering applications.

The PC Engineer's Reference Book
Sigma Press

Radar Instruction Manual
Since 1958 the Maritime Administration has continuously conducted instructions in use of collision avoidance radar for qualiﬁed U.S. seafaring personnel and representatives of interested Federal and State
Agencies.Beginning in 1963, to facilitate the expansion of training capabilities and at the same time to provide the most modern techniques in training methods, radar simulators were installed in Maritime
Administration?s three region schools.It soon became apparent that to properly instruct the trainees, even with the advanced equipment, a standardize up-to-date instruction manual was needed. The ﬁrst
manual was later revised to serve both as a classroom textbook and as an onboard reference handbook.This newly updated manual, the fourth revision, in keeping with Maritime Administration policy, has
been restructured to include improved and more eﬀective methods of plotting techniques for use in Ocean, Great Lakes, Coastwise and Inland Waters navigation.Robert J. BlackwellAssistant Secretary for
Maritime Aﬀairs

The Archaeology of Colonial Encounters
Comparative Perspectives
School for Advanced Research on the Colonialism and its legacies have emerged as one of the most important research topics in anthropology. Indeed, we now understand that colonialism gave rise to and
shaped the discipline. However, the understanding of colonization in anthropology, history, and other ﬁelds derives largely from studies of European expansion. In this volume, ten archaeologists analyze
the assumptions that have constrained previous studies of colonialism and demonstrate that colonization was common in early Old and New World state societies--an important strategy by which people
gained access to critical resources.
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Digital Terrain Modeling
Principles and Methodology
CRC Press Written by experts, Digital Terrain Modeling: Principles and Methodology provides comprehensive coverage of recent developments in the ﬁeld. The topics include terrain analysis, sampling
strategy, acquisition methodology, surface modeling principles, triangulation algorithms, interpolation techniques, on-line and oﬀ-line quality control in data acquisition, DTM accuracy assessment and
mathematical models for DTM accuracy prediction, multi-scale representation, data management, contouring, visual analysis (or visualization), the derivation of various types of terrain parameters, and
future development and applications.

Civil Drafting Technology
Pearson Higher Ed This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. Civil Drafting
Technology Seventh Edition covers it all–basic and advanced topics–and everything in between, equipping readers to convert engineering sketches or instructions into actual formal drawings and gain a
working knowledge of mapping. Using a “knowledge building” format where one concept is mastered before the next is introduced, Civil Drafting Technology includes: Basic Drafting Topics Maps:
fundamentals, types of maps, scales, symbols CADD: use, standards, applications Intermediate/Advanced Topics Measuring distance and elevation, Surveying, Location & Direction, Legal Descriptions and
Plot Plans, Contour Lines, Horizontal Alignment Layout, GIS Career Development Schooling, Employment, Workplace Ethics, Professional Organizations CADD Applications Content-related Tests Real-world
drafting and design problems

A SECRET SORROW
Harlequin Comics
Harlequin / SB Creative After her nightmarish recovery from a serious car accident, Faye gets horrible news from her doctor, and it hits her hard like a rock: she can’t bear children. In extreme shock, she
breaks oﬀ her engagement, leaves her job and conﬁnes herself in her family home. One day, she meets her brother’s best friend , and her soul makes a ﬁrst step to healing.

Inside AutoCAD
The Complete AutoCAD Guide
New Riders Pub

A Change in Thinking
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